The Quest: A Novel

AUTHORS NOTE:An earlier, shorter
version of The Quest was published in
paperback in 1975. In 2013, I rewrote The
Quest and doubled its length, making it, I
hope, a far better story than the original,
without deviating from the elements that
made the story so powerful and compelling
when I first wrote it. In other words, what
made The Quest worth rewriting remains,
and whatever is changed is for the better.I
was happy and excited to have this
opportunity to rewrite and republish what I
consider my first big novel, and I hope you
enjoy it as much as I did when I first wrote
it.BOOK DESCRIPTION:A sweeping
adventure thats equal parts thriller and love
story, Nelson DeMilles newest novel takes
the reader from the war torn jungles of
Ethiopia to the magical city of Rome.While
the Ethiopian Civil War rages, a Catholic
priest languishes in prison. Forty years
have passed since he last saw daylight. His
crime? Claiming to know the true location
of Christs cup from the Last Supper. Then
the miraculous happens - a mortar strikes
the prison and he is free! Old, frail, and
injured, he escapes to the jungle, where he
encounters two Western journalists and a
beautiful freelance photographer taking
refuge from the carnage. As they tend to
his wounds, he relates his incredible story.
Motivated by the sensational tale and their
desire to find the location of the holiest of
relics, the trio agrees to search for the
Grail. Thus begins an impossible quest that
will pit them against murderous tribes,
deadly assassins, fanatical monks, and the
passions of their own hearts.THE QUEST
is suspenseful, romantic, and filled with
heart-pounding action. Nelson DeMille is
at the top of his game as he masterfully
interprets one of historys greatest
mysteries.

Grade 6-8-- Adventure, derring-do, and magic keep the plot of this historical novel rolling along at the brisk pace set by
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the opening sentence--When I was nineDeMille has definitely damaged his reputation with many readers. I will proceed
with great caution before I buy another DeMille novel. The Quest wont keep youIn 2013, I rewrote The Quest and
doubled its length, making it, I hope, a far better story than the original, without deviating from the elements that made
the storyIn 2013, I rewrote The Quest and doubled its length, making it, I hope, a far better story than the original,
without deviating from the elements that made the story AUTHORS NOTE:An earlier, shorter version of The Quest
was published in paperback in 1975. In 2013, I rewrote The Quest and doubled its Thus begins their Quest-a deadly
adventure that pits them against murderous A window, no larger than a big bookreally just a missing In 1975, when
Nelson DeMille was in his early 30s, he published his first full-length novel, The Quest, with Manor Books. The book
hinges onEditorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Fans of bestseller Smiths ancient Egyptian series The Quest: A
Novel of Ancient Egypt by [Smith, Wilbur]The Quest has 6679 ratings and 885 reviews. See 2 questions about The
Quest . I have wanted to read a book by Nelson DeMille for a long time now.Our Reading Guide for The Quest by
Nelson DeMille includes Book Club Discussion Questions, Book Reviews, Plot Summary-Synopsis and Author Bio.In
2013, I rewrote The Quest and doubled its length, making it, I hope, a far better story than the original, without deviating
from the elements that made the storyRead The Quest: A Novel of Ancient Egypt (Novels of Ancient Egypt) book
reviews & author details and more at . Free delivery on qualified orders.#1 New York Times bestselling author Lora
Leigh returns to the highly charged and carnal(Fresh Fiction) world of her Breed novels as two Breeds discover that
War-torn Ethiopia remains the backdrop to DeMilles (The Panther) re-imagining of this intense thriller, originally
published in 1975 and set DeMille (The Panther, 2012, etc.) dispatches three knights errant in search of the Holy Grail
in this major revamping of his first novel.
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